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Food production, distribution and consumption are necessary dimensions of existence and simultane- 

ously exposed to a number of ecological and social fragilities, especially in the contemporary crisis. The 

reconfiguration of unsustainable systems of food provisioning is thus a priority, geared towards resilience, 

ecology and equity. Alternative forms of procurement have been part of this effort and a debate is now 

emerging on whether digital platforms might promote access to them. Yet, an in-depth interrogation of 

the ways in which digital food consumption becomes part of everyday routines is largely missing. The 

objective of our article is to understand if and how digitalisation makes alternative provisioning more 

“practicable”, allowing consumers to engage in what they consider healthier and more sustainable food 

practices. In so doing, we also look at platforms’ transformative potentials. Their design and ongoing prac- 

ticing, in fact, not only capture existing needs, but actively shape the overall meanings, material organi- 

sation and embodied interactions with everyday food. Our analysis is based on 23 in-depth ethnographic 

and multimedia interviews with consumers living in Milan, who utilise online alternative forms of food 

provisioning. 

© 2021 Institution of Chemical Engineers. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Throughout the past century, systems of industrialised pro- 

uction, distribution and consumption have ensured mass ac- 

ess to fairly priced and varied food for many people, especially 

o the middle and working classes of the Global North. Nev- 

rtheless, this expansive power has proven, in time, unsustain- 

ble ( Moore, 2015 ). This is true both in ecological and socio- 

conomic terms, including uprooting of traditional forms of agri- 

ulture and food sovereignty, hyper-exploitation of human labour, 

assive employment of ecologically-damaging farming techniques, 

hreats to human health ( Marsden and Sonnino, 2012 ). Urbanisa- 

ion has been key, since it has relied on commodified, energy- 

ntensive and high-waste forms of provisioning and consumption 

 Davies and Legg, 2018 ). As a response to these challenges, both 

overnance and civil society promote transitions towards sustain- 

bility, for more ecological and resilient systems supporting socio- 
✩ This work is part of the ERA-Net SUSFOOD2 transnational project titled Sus- 

ainable Food Platforms: Enabling food practices through socio-technical innovation 

PLATEFORMS). The research was supported with funding provided by MIUR and co- 
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conomic and gender equity, access, security, health and wellbe- 

ng. Throughout the past decades, “alternative” provisioning, espe- 

ially in the form of alternative food networks (AFNs), has been 

ey to this effort. AFNs are the result of civil society and social 

ommunity mobilisations, developed to counterbalance the hege- 

ony of industrialised food systems. Farmers’ markets, ethical pur- 

hasing groups, community supported agriculture, organic shops, 

tc. have promoted the re-localisation and re-territorialisation of 

ood ( Sage, 2003 ). Their main strategies have been the shortening 

f provisioning chains; the promotion of small size ethical agricul- 

ure and quality seasonal food at fair prices; the construction of 

ignificant relationships of mutual support and trust between pro- 

ucers and consumers ( Grasseni, 2014 ). 

Of late, and even more in the context of the Covid-19 pan- 

emic, digital platforms are entering the landscape of alternative 

ood provisioning. As part of a wider “turn” towards collabora- 

ive and sharing economy (see Botsman and Rogers, 2010 ), they 

romise to make exchange and encounter between producers and 

onsumers more efficient, reduce waste, enable peer-to-peer ex- 

hange ( De Bernardi et al., 2019 ). Our article takes issue with 

his emerging field to critically assess its contribution to food 

ustainability. In particular, our focus is on everyday food prac- 

ices. This level of analysis is key to understanding opportunities 

or greener provisioning systems ( Halkier, 2009 ). Not only does 

aily demand shape production: contemporary forms of consump- 
reserved. 
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ion are directly or indirectly linked to unsustainability, for in- 

tance in terms of household food waste and shopping “last mile”

 Edwards et al., 2009 ). Yet, an important challenge for emerging 

ocio-technical food regimes promoting sustainability is to meet 

he complex organisation of time, space, labour and leisure of ev- 

ryday life ( Warde, 2015 ). Interrogating daily practices helps to un- 

erstand the capacity of food digitalisation to fit in or transform 

he wider fabric of daily habits and meanings, enabling access and 

ustained adoption ( Fuentes and Sörum, 2019 ). 

Based on 23 in-depth ethnographic and multimedia interviews 

ith consumers living in Milan, we explore the meanings and ma- 

erial conditions that lead people to approach alternative forms 

f online food provisioning, investigating how they become em- 

edded in everyday life and open (or foreclose) opportunities for 

ustainability. Using social practice theory as an overall guiding 

rame, this article seeks to understand if and how digitalisation 

akes alternative sustainable food consumption more practicable . 

n the one hand, this means investigating whether platforms help 

o adapt otherwise difficult practices of procurement to the organ- 

sation of contemporary life, allowing consumers to easily reach 

hat for them is “good food” ( Sage, 2003 ). On the other, we recog-

ise that each platform is not a simple medium but actively shapes 

ractices through its design and ongoing use. Hence, participating 

n digital procurement might have transformative effects on the 

ay people interpret, handle and value food. We thus contribute 

o the larger literature on the sustainability of food practices (see 

and and Shove, 2007 ; Spaargaren et al., 2012 ; Warde, 2015 ;

rons and Oosterveer, 2017 ) by looking at how it is favoured (or 

indered) by the use of digital provisioning channels. 

The discussion is structured as follows. In the next section, the 

iterature review, we propose an overview of studies on alternative 

ood procurement, with a focus on digitalisation. By also introduc- 

ng relevant literature from social practice theory, we specify the 

ey concepts that guide data analysis and discussion. Section 3 , 

n methods, contextualises data and describes how they were pro- 

uced, handled and analysed. Section 4 includes analysis and dis- 

ussion of the data. Using social practice theory, we investigate 

hree interlocking levels of the digitalisation of alternative food 

rovisioning: first, the purpose for which people approach online 

ood procurement practices ( engagements ); second, the material 

nd practical elements involved in practices, including platforms’ 

unctioning, design and accessibility ( materials and procedures ); fi- 

ally, the wider meanings and knowledges about food that emerge 

s shaped in and through engagement in platform provisioning 

 understandings ). In the conclusion, we summarise the key insights 

rom data discussion, acknowledge the limitations of our study and 

ropose lines for further research. 

. Literature review 

Although alternative food provisioning systems are very di- 

erse, they have a shared objective: providing better access to 

good food”, especially to urban average consumers. The phrase 

good food” is usefully introduced by Sage (2003 : 48) as a heuris- 

ic to synthesise the multifaceted characters that consumers look 

or: embodied properties such as taste, smell, appearance; eco- 

ogical and social embeddedness (local, natural, environmentally 

ound, favouring small-scale “humane” economies); relations be- 

ween producers and consumers; sociality, conviviality, aesthetic 

leasures. Among the most renowned examples of alternative 

good food” provisioning is Slow Food, a social movement and 

roducer-consumer network of international reach that since 1986 

as brought to public attention the concepts of “good” “clean” and 

fair” nourishment ( Sassatelli and Davolio, 2010 ). Nowadays, these 

deas are being embodied by countless thriving experiences. This 

oints to an interesting (co)evolving space for experimentation of 
2 
iverse, more participative and less mediated forms of procure- 

ent that can be contextualised in the shift to “collaborative con- 

umption” (see Fraanje and Spaargaren, 2019 ). 

Nevertheless, these alternatives have been put under critical 

crutiny for a number of reasons ( Forssell and Lankoski, 2015 ). 

ey among them, and relevant to our discussion, is that of ac- 

ess. “Good food” provisioning has been seen as niche experience 

ainly accessed by the white urbanised middle classes, who might 

s well pursue social distinction (and exclusion) through alterna- 

ive procurement ( Barosh et al., 2014 ). Price is not the only ele-

ent at play here. The little variety or uncertainty of products’ 

vailability, the reduced opening hours and time commitments, 

pecial distance of procurement venues are other potential obsta- 

les ( Corsi and Novelli, 2018 ). Finally, there are risks of territo- 

ial exclusiveness and socially-regressive affirmation of self-interest 

ather than openings to sustainability in all senses. Albeit these re- 

ults are not univocal and should be contextualised ( Zepeda and 

i, 2006 ), they certainly require caution as to AFN’s capacity to 

pread and popularize sustainable food. 

Other open questions about the sustainability of “good food”

rocurement lay at the level of everyday life and beyond purchase. 

lternative provisioning is surely part of what has been defined 

ethical” and/or “political” consumerism, whereby consumers try 

o shape socio-economic systems through their purchasing power 

in this case, towards sustainability ( Graziano and Forno, 2012 ; 

lintman and Bostrom, 2012 ). Nevertheless, reasons for engage- 

ent might be hedonistic and selfish (e.g. health and taste) and 

ot altruistic and socially-oriented ( Zoll et al., 2018 ). Furthermore, 

onviction and commitments do not necessarily translate in a 

ider shift in overall practices (e.g. reduction in meat consump- 

ion, planning, food waste). This might be exacerbated if channels 

f alternative procurement are not able to convey effective knowl- 

dge exchange and learning ( ForssellSini and Leena, 2015 ). In these 

ases, one should expect that alternative provisioning’s impact for 

ustainable food practices remains very narrow in scope, leaving 

onsumer habits and meanings roughly untouched. 

In this varied and dynamic context, the advent of digital plat- 

orms holds both promises and challenges. In line with the wider 

raming of sharing and collaborative economy, peer-to-peer food 

etworks have been welcomed as a way of making sustainable 

onsumption efficient, easy and accessible to all ( Michelini et al., 

018 ; Fraanje and Spaargaren, 2019 ). Platforms can work as spaces 

f seemingly unmediated encounter, promoting “virtual reconnec- 

ions” for producers and consumers and consumers among them- 

elves ( Bos and Owen, 2016 ). Through a simplification of logistics, 

hey make it easier and quicker for distant people and strangers to 

onnect and organise orders, transport and collection. This allows 

o cut on monetary and time expenditure, widening access and re- 

ucing environmental impact, making prices fairer for consumers 

nd producers. Food waste might be reduced thanks to peer-to- 

eer sharing and planning ( Davies and Legg, 2018 ; Fuentes, 2019 ) 

nd by platforms’ architecture, which promotes more reflexive and 

ess impulsive food shopping ( Huyghe et al., 2017 ). Finally, food 

latforms can promote socialisation, network building and rela- 

ionships of trust ( De Bernardi et al., 2019 ), as well as health, well-

eing and nutrient access ( Pitts et al., 2018 ). 

Food platforms’ use is increasing at EU level ( Oncini et al., 

020 ) and there are evidences that people approach alterna- 

ive food platforms precisely for convenience, quality for money, 

resh, healthy and organic food otherwise difficult to access 

 Schnellbächer et al., 2015 ), also charging online alternative pro- 

urement with sustainability and ethical commitments ( Clear et al., 

016 ). There still are, nonetheless, open questions regarding 

he digitalisation of alternative provisioning, for instance, re- 

arding CO2 emissions and other environmental indicators (e.g. 

elavina et al., 2016 ; Edwards et al., 2009 ), as well as contradic- 
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1 GAS, or alternative purchasing groups, are a social movement that developed 

and spread in Italy especially. They are based on collective self-organisation of con- 

sumers who buy products in bulk directly from selected consumers. The rationale 

is to have fair prices for both consumers and producers while also ensuring that 

production meets standards of social and economic equity and environmental sus- 

tainability. They involve direct knowledge, relationships of trust and mutual support 

as well as solidarity (see Graziano and Forno 2012 ). 
2 The interviews were conducted as part of the European Project PLATEFORMS, in 

the context of which a larger data set was produced. 45 interviewees in total were 

selected among users of five platforms for alternative food provisioning, represent- 

ing their variety: grassroots or business-driven, analog or digital. 
ions related to socio-economic impacts ( Frenken and Schor, 2017 ). 

ffective and ideological motivations also lead to resisting digitali- 

ation, as both individuals and AFNs fear depersonalisation and co- 

ptation ( Grasseni, 2014 ). 

Of primary interest to our study are, nevertheless, those cri- 

iques that problematise the idea of a linear spreading of digi- 

alisation in all realms of life ( Hargreaves et al., 2018 ). That gro-

ery shopping actually goes online, in fact, crucially depends on 

t becoming a routinised part of food provisioning ( Torkkeli et al., 

020 ) Technology is significant, including commitment, digital lit- 

racy and the (good or bad) functioning of food apps. But also 

ommon understandings and meanings of food are at play: resis- 

ance towards online purchase may derive from people conceiv- 

ng of food as something to be evaluated on site before purchase 

 Fuentes, 2019 ). More than everything, if online food purchase mis- 

atches or contrasts with daily rhythms and spatial arrangements, 

odes of organising routines, inherited systems of value and taste, 

ovel provisioning is likely to be given up (Brons and Oosterveer 

017; Fuentes and Sörum, 2019 ). For instance, alternative “good 

ood” platforms do not grant availability of food at any time and 

re based on weekly scheduled moments of assembly or delivery; 

his might be hard to incorporate in food practices that have been 

haped in accordance with the on-time availability of mass distri- 

ution models. A second issue regards the kinds of food available, 

hich might mismatch with people’s values as well as cooking 

abits and skills ( Domaneschi, 2012 ). Nevertheless, novel practices 

an shift the “rules and resources of a new regime in the making”

 Spaargaren et al., 2012 : 11), so the spread of online “good food”

rovisioning might contribute to transform the very organisation, 

astes and meanings of daily food. 

From these insights emerges the necessity to further investi- 

ate the opportunities and pitfalls of digital provisioning for ex- 

anding both the access and the scope of everyday sustainable 

ood practices. For doing so, we adopt a social practice perspec- 

ive. The theory of social practices is a varied body of work 

hat focuses on practice as unit of analysis for research, since it 

s believed to be one of the key components of the organisa- 

ion social life ( Shove, 2010 ). Practices are considered as collec- 

ive and shared, relatively stable, systems of “doing and saying”

hat become normalised and ingrained in individuals’ everyday life 

 Hitchings, 2012 ). For our study, this is important because it al- 

ows to resist interpretations of consumption as act of individ- 

al sovereign choice; rather, it focalises analysis on those shared 

aterial-cultural elements that shape routinised habits, putting 

onstraints but also giving opportunities to social subjects: in our 

ase, digital food provisioning channels. 

Relatedly, being “meso-level”, this theory helps to put into light 

hat everyday life matters: i.e. that apparently banal acts are part 

f larger societal functioning that they contribute to reproduce but 

lso transform. This is important as we look at the ways appar- 

ntly “private” dealings with food might promote wider change to- 

ards sustainability. Finally, emphasis on both symbolic and mate- 

ial aspects allows to look at feasibility, accessibility and concrete 

ransformation of practices not only in terms of abstract systems 

f values or “interiorly” held attitudes but of their ongoing “mak- 

ng” within the larger whole of everyday life organisation. This can 

elp understanding how and why subjects, who are often willing 

o change their habits in sustainable ways, struggle to do so – and, 

onversely, what are the conditions that promote access. 

According to social practice theory, food consumption is not 

estricted to the act of purchase; rather, it is an element dis- 

ributed across a number of practices related to food, includ- 

ng planning, storing, re-using, cooking, sharing, throwing away 

 Spaargaren et al., 2012 ). Furthermore, food consumption is em- 

edded in a wider nexus of practices concerning energy, water and 

aste ( Paddock, 2017 ). This enlarges analytical lenses to a more 
3 
olistic appreciation of everyday (food) sustainability. Taking prac- 

ice, and not individuals, as main unit of analysis, this approach 

rings attention to food consumption as shared and collective. 

ence, albeit it is normally used to map everyday and household 

ood consumption, it has also demonstrated to be useful in the 

nalysis of collective practices of AFNs – as in the rather unique 

ase of ( Fonte, 2013 ) study of GAS ( Gruppi di Acquisto Solidale ) 1 in

ome. Although our main focus will be on household food prac- 

ices, this contribution is relevant to our analysis. We will show, in 

act, that provisioning through specific, collectively organised, plat- 

orms has transformative effects on food practices’ sustainability. 

We draw, in particular, on three main concepts derived from 

he theory of social practices. First, “engagements ” ( Warde, 2005 : 

34): the affective motivations that make subjects approach given 

ractices and reproduce them daily – in other words: what makes 

ractices “matter” to people. Engagements are different from inte- 

iorly held attitudes as they are built relationally, for instance in 

ecoming competent at doing something. These will be our en- 

ry point into the motivations for alternative procurement. Sec- 

nd, we consider the more directly material and bodily aspects of 

ood practices, including “materials ” ( Hand and Shove, 2007 : 84) 

nd “procedures ” (Warde, ibid .). These categories refers to the ob- 

ects, tools and infrastructures that form both the environment and 

he means through which food is dealt with. They also include the 

mbodied skills and know-how required, the processual and rou- 

ine knowledge of how to carry out tasks. This level of analysis is 

mportant, as it highlights the active shaping that sedimented, col- 

ective, shared material and digital cultures perform on apparently 

individual” practices. It also shows, nevertheless, the active role 

f subjects, who adapt and reinvent the materials and procedures 

o changing configurations of practice. Third, “understandings ” of 

ood are investigated. As defined by Warde ( ibid .), understandings 

efer to the more cultural-symbolic aspect of practices, including 

ollectively shared meanings and systems of values. Yet, they are 

ot simply captured in their abstract form, as subjective interpre- 

ations or attitudes: as they are practiced, they link up to bodily 

ctivities and materials and (re)produce collective modes of doing 

nd saying. This category is important in investigating what val- 

es and commitments to sustainable food are constructed through 

latform use and how they change over time. Furthermore, it goes 

eyond people’s views or thoughts: it captures opportunities and 

bstacles for practicing sustainable food. 

. Methods 

This paper explores 23 semi-structured interviews we con- 

ucted with people living in Milan between June 2019 and Au- 

ust 2020 2 . Respondents were recruited through a mixture of pur- 

osive and snowball sampling, carried out with the help of gate- 

eepers (e.g. Food Assembly and shop hosts, members of associa- 

ions’ directory board). We sought for variation in terms of socio- 

emographic characteristics and city location. The city of Milan 

as chosen because it best represents the development tenden- 

ies of urban contexts, their organisation of space, time, labour 

nd everyday life. The population in the city of Milan is just under 
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,4 mln, spread on a very diverse urban area, ranging from a mod- 

rn and vibrant city centre to town-like suburbs. Since decades, the 

ity has been home to a very active fabric of grassroots movements 

nd initiatives, especially on food; today, it is here that the most 

dvanced digital innovations are being introduced ( Oncini et al., 

020 ). Finally, Milan council is also vanguard in sustainable food 

overnance ( Forno and Maurano, 2016 ). 

People interviewed were costumers of Alveare che dice sì

henceforth: Alveare), Cortilia and Buonmercato. The first two are 

he most popular for-profit platforms in Milan. Cortilia is a deliv- 

ry service that buys from local producers and provides both box 

chemes and items on demand (4 cases). Alveare (10 cases) is or- 

anised around nodes (Alveari): each Alveare has a manager, who 

hooses or mediates access with local producers according to an 

stablished business policy; the farmers’ products become avail- 

ble online for consumers, who order and pay directly from their 

lveare website by a closing date; after a few days, their order 

s ready for pick-up at a set collection point; here, consumers are 

upposed to meet the producers who deliver their food. Buonmer- 

ato, instead, is an association for local, direct and fair food pro- 

isioning based in Corsico (in the periphery of Milan) (9 cases). 

orn 10 years ago, it is a filiation of the GAS movement and inher-

ts its logic, to the point that it is considered by our interviewees 

 “super-GAS”. Differently from GAS, it allows individuals to indi- 

idually purchase food online, via a website, and in small quanti- 

ies rather than in bulk. Orders are made by Monday evening and 

eople collect them every week on Friday evenings and Saturday 

ornings at the association’s headquarters. 

Participants were asked to produce photo-diaries beforehand, 

ortraying different food moments (such as shopping, sharing, 

isposing); these were then used as props for discussion over 

ood habits, stirring the conversation in accordance with partic- 

pants’ priorities ( Drew and Guillemin, 2014 ). A semi-structured 

nterview guide aimed at touching upon the different aspects of 

ood practices (e.g. provisioning, preparing, storing, eating…) to 

ighlight both practical and normative issues, for instance ideals 

f “proper meals” and food sustainability (see Appendix). Inter- 

iews were conducted at participants’ houses and lasted between 

 and 2 hours. Kitchen tours ( Pink and Mackley, 2012 ) were in-

luded. In line with social practice sensitivities, these were occa- 

ions to talk about and make visible food spaces, stuff and appli- 

nces: they made it possible to delve in concrete and practical el- 

ments of daily nourishment, rooting discussion into material ele- 

ents and aiding specific references rather than abstract reasoning 

 Halkier et al., 2011 ). Digital tours of platforms and their use were

lso part of the design, as well as researcher-produced photos and 

ideos. The latter worked as aids for memory but also conveyed 

eld’s characters that are not directly accessible through language, 

uch as particularly significant and expressive details. Overall, this 

esign allowed to better access the concrete material realities of 

veryday food, as well as meanings and discourses deployed in 

articipant’s talk: beyond a representation of food practices that 

s only language-based, accessing embodied, affective, temporal- 

patial aspects 3 ( Torkkeli et al., 2020 ). 

Analysis proceeded through a thematic coding via a QSR pro- 

ram; codes were generated both according to research interests 

nd emerging issues of concern. This responded to a need of mak- 

ng codes emerge from linguistic and non-linguistic data, as well 
3 Roughly half-way in the data production process, the Covid-19 pandemic hit 

taly, with a resulting complete lock-down. It was thus impossible to conduct face- 

o-face interviews, so we migrated to online platforms. Although this certainly im- 

lied a less in-depth understanding of the material context of food practices, we 

ried to maintain the initial design by asking people to move around the kitchen 

ith their cameras and sharing their screen when showing us their use of plat- 

orms. 

i

e

b

a

s

t

4 
s of acknowledging researchers’ conceptual frames and interests 

 Charmaz, 2017 ). Again in line with social practice commitments, 

ttention was directed not only to signification but also to the 

ays spatio-temporal arrangements co-emerge with relational pat- 

erns and meaning-making ( Torkkeli et al., 2020 ). One particular 

ocus regarded socio-technical innovations and their integration 

nto everyday life. Hence, we were attentive to narratives of tran- 

ition, of how consumption, meanings and beliefs got reshaped in 

ncountering digital platforms. This gave a sense of transformation 

nd change ( Groves et al., 2016 ). Conceptual elaboration was then 

uided by the mapping of practice elements as outlined in the lit- 

rature review, thanks to an iterative dialogue between theory and 

mpirical observations. 

. Analysis and discussion 

Building on the discussion above, our analysis articulates on 

hree levels, which represent key elements of food practices. The 

rst sub-section sees in memories of “good food” the engagements 

nvolved in alternative platforms provisioning. Secondly, we look 

t the materials and processes that intervene in consumption as en- 

bling or disabling access to “good food”. Third, we focus on the 

ays in which understandings of food are deployed and emerge 

hrough platform use. Although these conceptual categories are 

reated as separate for the sake of analysis, it is important to re- 

ember that they are co-emerging and interlocking elements of 

ractice that cannot be thought of in isolation or hierarchy: en- 

agements inform procedures, materials respond to, and inform, 

nderstandings, understandings and engagements encounter and 

utually shape each other. Hence, these conceptual categories will 

ntermingle throughout our discussion. 

.1. Memories of ‘good’ food 

My interest (in food) comes from my mother, she’s always been 

sed to buy from farmers, she lives in Tarzo 4 which offers a lot on 

hat side and I remember this apple juice it had always been part 

f my life it was always at home … organic food is surely some- 

hing that I bring with myself as a family habit maybe it was not 

o much reflected upon, the reasons are health and taste... as I was 

aying I have always been used to producers and farmers, to small 

arms, the taste of food is starkly different through these channels 

nd maybe it is a matter of relations as well. As you go shopping

t the supermarket you are in that anonymous cosmopolitan urban 

ituation, instead, if you have the farmer close to your house you 

o chat a little about other stuff as well, you know him... all this I 

an no longer afford and yeah I miss this thing. 

The discourses that SP (female, 29 years old) voices during our 

nterview in her flat in Milan are very recurrent among our in- 

erviewees and are widely attested in the literature on alterna- 

ive provisioning (see Corsi and Novelli, 2018 ). SP has indeed ap- 

roached Cortilia out of a dissatisfaction with mainstream food –

ne that is largely shared and among the main reasons for ap- 

roaching alternative provisioning channels. The quality of food in 

ts material and sensory qualities is often mentioned, especially 

ith reference to taste: industrial food is largely tasteless, unsatis- 

actory and standardised. This is experienced with even more frus- 

ration in acknowledging that, especially in the urban context, it 

s also expensive. So for instance, EC (female, 27 years) repeat- 

dly stresses her frustration with the pears her boyfriend used to 

uy at the supermarket, since they were “watery”, “tasteless” and 

lso “very expensive”. Now that she shops from Alveare, instead, 

he can find fulfilling food that she is ready to pay for. Other aes- 

hetic characteristics are mobilised to describe supermarket food 
4 A rural town in the North-East of Italy. 
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s somehow inappropriate: eggs’ “texture” or meat consistency are 

entioned not only as dislikeable in themselves but also as sig- 

als of improper production methods – including environmental 

ollution, animal mistreatment, impacts of transportation, toxicity. 

he ubiquitous presence of packaging and plastic, which feels over- 

helming and almost uncontrollable, is another strong reason of 

iscomfort. Finally, the experience of shopping itself is mostly per- 

eived as alienating and unpleasant, due to the big and chaotic en- 

ironment, the de-personalised relations, etc. 

As also Davies and Legg (2018) find, albeit dislikeable, this 

ode of shopping is considered almost “unavoidable” in the con- 

ext of urban life. First, this has to do with the organisation of 

pace and time in everyday life. Navigating the city environment, 

ften with very tight working hours, imply that people need to 

oncentrate their shopping in limited time, finding “everything in 

ne place”. Working hours and family life, furthermore, put con- 

traints on how and when one can go shopping, so often super- 

arkets are perceived as that place that is “always open”. Secondly, 

here is cost: shopping in proximity specialised shops is too ex- 

ensive and in the absence of alternatives the supermarket seems 

he most economically sustainable option. Shopping through mass 

istribution channels is thus somehow a necessary evil , something 

hat people do not enjoy, where the food is a second-best choice 

yet, “convenient”, “something you cannot do without” (DA, male, 

5 years old). 

The opening quote suggests one further element in the eval- 

ation of urban food shopping, less recognised in the literature: 

 memory of different, better, food. Dislike of mainstream food 

s almost always articulated with reference to times and spaces 

ther than the city’s. Some examples are self-production in veg- 

table gardens by the family, availability of farmers’ markets close 

o previous houses, relatives or friends working in agriculture. Peo- 

le bring these faraway memories to the urban context through 

he embodied experience of close-to-earth eating. They are the 

ays subjects build specific engagements with food purchase, eat- 

ng and sharing: embodied dispositions and habits, invested mem- 

ries of culinary enjoyments, desiring pushes. These are felt as dis- 

ant and unattainable in the city. For instance, SP has found rela- 

ively satisfactory jams in the supermarket after careful selection, 

ong searches and comparisons of quality ingredients and costs; 

ut they still are “completely different” and have “nothing to do”

ith those she used to make from the fruits she and her boyfriend 

roduced in their field back home. 

Such memories of “good food” are particularly evident for peo- 

le whose origins are in the South of Italy, where a large share 

f Italian agriculture is located and rural heritage has remained 

ost vivid and practiced. People mention buying key ingredients 

ike oil, or wine, through direct contacts. PC (male, 45-year-old), 

ho regularly shops at Alveare, buys oil “once a year from a farm 

n Calabria, through a friend of mine”. Also, specific food is either 

rought or delivered from the South to Milan via friends, relatives 

nd other informal networks. SS (male, 51 years old, Buonmercato 

ostumer) opens our interview showing to me a photo of tanger- 

nes: 

These come from Calabria, my niece sent a photograph to me 

nd said “come and get them” so I brought them up here, we 

uickly ran out of them … it’s a family thing, we have some pieces 

f land … I have given them to friends... had I had more, I’d have 

iven some to you as well. 

As this extract suggests, “good food” is not only characterised 

y aesthetic qualities: it also involves a whole set of relationalities 

nd practices. It encompasses the often mentioned “direct knowl- 

dge”, trust and support with producers; family self-production; 

abits of cooking and conserving food from scratch; meals as so- 

ial, convivial time. Hence, engagements with “good food” are in- 

eparable from the production and reproduction of material cul- 
5 
ures, the organisation of everyday life, the embodiment of cher- 

shed ways of being in the world ( Hall, 2011 ). 

In turn, these engagements are in relation with wider knowl- 

dge, systems of valuation, practical and direct understandings of 

gricultural production processes: for instance, how much effort, 

ommitment and risk they involve. From this derives a more 

thical-political orientation that translate in specific practices – e.g. 

uying directly from producers as people are keener to support the 

ork of small scale artisanal farmers, constructed as repositories of 

good food” culture: 

My family is from Southern Italy I used to live in a small vil- 

age so I know the meaning of the land, vegetable gardens, natu- 

al foods … the land is hard to work … this is also the sense of 

olidarity economies: I support producers so that they can keep 

n with their activities. (DA, male, 55-year-old, Buonmercato cus- 

omer) 

For all these aesthetic, embodied and ethico-political reasons, 

he growing supermarkets’ choice of organic or fairtrade products 

s perceived as better than nothing, but still unsatisfactory. Organic 

ruits and vegetables in supermarkets are “all alike”, suggesting a 

ort of artificial character to them; transparency on the modalities 

f production is felt missing; packaging is not avoided; the shop- 

ing experience remains alienating and best avoided. This dissat- 

sfaction leads people to the search for alternative forms of buy- 

ng “good food”, where they can find quality and taste, natural- 

ess, ecological sustainability and a more direct relationship with 

roducers, involving support and trust. To them, online platforms 

hat promise “good food” are interesting emerging alternatives to 

upermarkets. Compared to off-line AFNs, in fact, the way digital 

hopping is materially and procedurally organised may indeed aid 

nd expand access by making it more easily fit with the organisa- 

ion of everyday life in the city. This will be considered in the next 

ection. 

.2. Making alternative material flows easier 

I was basically hanging around Facebook and found that some- 

ne asked about sustainable purchasing groups … I am quite aware 

bout the environment and so on generally speaking I thought well 

ice but I do not have the time to properly engage in something 

ike this but someone with my same problem suggested Alveare 

he dice sì so I registered. 

GP (male, 28 years old), thus narrates the way he came into 

ontact with Alveare: a mixture of interest, curiosity and worry 

owards GAS, which found a solution in the platform. Like him, 

any of our interviewees using digital platforms, both grassroots 

nd business, often mention the reality of GAS, as if they were a 

ardstick and point of reference for alternative “good food” pro- 

isioning. They often admit to be interested in joining but they 

ear that participation might involve excessive time and energy 

ommitments. Platforms are perceived as easier instruments for 

ccessing similar foods: shopping is quick, just in time, does not 

epend on coordination with other people, purchase is made on- 

ine via credit card and shopping is weekly. As a consequence, de- 

pite involving some kind of planning, complexity is reduced. This 

s true also for many Buonmercato consumers, who tend to com- 

ine it with other alternative “good food” provisioning channels, 

pecifically GAS and farmers’ markets. For the interviewees who 

re both Buonmercato and GAS associates the former often func- 

ions as support: it provides certain products that are not available 

ia the purchasing groups, since it can count on larger participa- 

ion numbers and a stronger organisation; furthermore, with the 

pportunity to buy small quantities of food at a time, both the vol- 

me and frequency of shopping are more easily manageable and 

llows to buy what has run out from larger GAS orders or was for- 

otten. 
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In terms of costs, digital platforms are especially convenient 

hen compared to specialised organic supermarkets. These pro- 

ide food of high standard with the ease of use typical of main- 

tream supermarkets. But they remain venues for residual shop- 

ing and specific products due to their high prices. Platforms’ func- 

ioning, instead, allows more affordable prices by cutting on inter- 

ediation, involving lean logistics and flexible labour ( Davies and 

egg, 2018 ): a further way in which they enable people to access 

good food” ( Michelini et al., 2018 ). Hence, the materials and pro- 

edures embodied in food platforms largely make access to “good 

ood” more fit than off-line alternative provisioning to the contem- 

orary urban organisation of everyday life. 

Another sense in which alternative online provisioning enlarges 

ccess to “good food” is the “virtual (and not-so-virtual) recon- 

ections” ( Bos and Owen, 2016 ) that platforms enable. Consumers 

eet producers at Alveare pick-up points, Buonmercato organises 

rips and convivial moments to get to know farmers. This produces 

ccasions of knowledge, where “regard” ( Sage, 2003 ) and mutual 

upport are built. Organic supermarkets offer certifications that are 

erceived as ultimately distant and abstract, while the very prac- 

ices involved in platforms provisioning afford what are perceived 

s genuine and trustworthy relations, at least through websites’ 

escription and narratives. This materially and practically “empow- 

rs the consumer-citizen” ( Prothero et al., 2011 ) to make informed 

hoices. As FB (female, 39-year-old) says, 

NaturaSì5 may assure me on the fact that animal feed is organic 

ut it does not pacify me as to the farming methods that they are

ot intensive … [with Buonmercato] there is trust we have direct 

ontacts with producers. 

In this sense, Cortilia interviewees perceive their platform as 

ore problematic, because of the distance and ultimate unknowa- 

ility of the “reality” of farmers’ practices and ethics. 

Finally, digital platforms help people to match a strong desire 

o reduce packaging and particularly plastic with the materials that 

re actually part of purchases. Many of our interviewees report be- 

ng particularly happy at the idea of not seeing so much plastic 

round in the house. Sometimes this is a key motivation to ap- 

roach the platform: 

I was becoming a bit anxious about well using all the plastic 

f the supermarket so one of the reasons for approaching Alveare 

as plastic ‘cause being... well now all people have awaken to the 

nvironmentalist conscience, right?, for various reasons and plastic 

as the main reason because I was trying hard not to buy it and

et I was realising I kept being overwhelmed, here there is none. 

GP) 

The ease with which the search for “good food” is matched 

y the materials and procedures of platforms does not mean that 

heir sustained use is unequivocally manageable or that they are 

ble to exhaust provisioning needs. Platform shopping embodies 

 completely different logic from that of the supermarket, involv- 

ng more planning, reflection and organisation – so that making 

t part of daily consumption is in itself a “labour” ( Fuentes and 

örum, 2019 ). Indeed, our respondents often mention the need to 

get used” to this new form, in particular needing to plan for the 

eek and estimate the right weight for groceries. Also, platforms 

o not always and completely fit into the organisation of every- 

ay life (see Fraanje and Spaargaren, 2019 ). For instance, it is easy 

o adapt to Cortilia delivery system if one works from home as in 

he case of GA (male, 32-year-old), while for SP (female, 29-year- 

ld) this is more complex since she works long hours at the of- 

ce. Sometimes, she organises delivery there, yet this means bring- 

ng the shopping home via the underground. Furthermore, delivery 
5 NaturaSì is a chain of specialised organic food shops, present all over Italy. It is 

he most widespread, well known and trusted of its kind. 

“

e

i

6 
osts are significant so she does not order at all if she feels it is

ot worth it. Alveare and Buonmercato, on their part, have tight 

ay and time collection appointments, and if these are not conve- 

ient, or one cannot collect that day, shopping becomes unfeasi- 

le. Lastly, part of everyday necessaries (or desired food) are not 

resent through online platforms and it is necessary to “integrate”

hem. So, platform use coexists with mass distribution shopping 

hannels, on a regular basis, for most people. 

As this makes evident, the extent and modality of platforms’ 

se depend on their capacity to “fit” in everyday life organisation 

 Fuentes, 2019 ). But, importantly, as the procedures and scripts 

ecome ingrained and integrated with other daily practices, on- 

ine provisioning also shows a transformative power. Platforms are 

ot merely instruments: they re-shape practices beyond the act 

f purchase in a process of mutual adaptation. First, the kinds of 

oods that come to populate kitchens might change rather sharply 

ompared to supermarkets, as platforms offer seasonal local foods, 

aybe from old varietals. Our interviewees often mention not 

nowing them or their use, yet, they do not give them up but 

ather see this as a challenge and discovery: as unexpected matters 

ome into the home, eating becomes an “entertaining” experiment 

GA). It widens the food horizon, involving dynamics of “learning”

nd “re-skilling” ( Shove, 2010 ). 

Another element of transformation regards planning and waste 

eduction. For GA, for instance, shopping on Cortilia has signed 

 transition from a “casual” and often wasteful shopping style in 

he supermarket to a “more rational”, “optimised” one. The plat- 

orms’ functioning and design impose time schedules that require 

indful shopping; furthermore, as already mentioned in the liter- 

ture review, they do not push towards compulsive or mindless 

hopping (VC, female, 45 years old, Buonmercato consumer). Fi- 

ally, price actively re-shapes food practices even beyond purchase. 

heap food from the supermarket is more easily thrown away or 

orgotten. Platforms’ food is more expensive (especially Alveare’s 

nd Cortilia’s) so, despite being ready to pay more for “good food”, 

eople become more considerate in planning and mindful in use; 

hey also learn to use up precious part of fruits and vegetables that 

hey would have otherwise discarded: 

I have learned during this last year … because of this fixation 

 have that I always want to have everything at hand in the house 

 tended to buy too much … since I buy from Alveare I tend to 

uy just what is right … it’s because things cost more there but 

 am happy to pay more for the quality without then things go- 

ng wasted … also [as I cook] I try to use every part I can because

hese natural vegetables cost so one tries to use as much as possi- 

le even on the economic level take advantage of everything. (MA, 

emale, 54 years old) 

Overall, the procedures and materials involved in online al- 

ernative consumption seem to aid the concretisation of “good 

ood” engagements; in particular, they promote sustained access to 

hose “memories” of good food that would otherwise be difficult 

o match. As IP (female, 40-year-old) synthesises, platforms like 

lveare are for her a way to “go back to real fruits”, to the expe-

ience of the family vegetable garden: a “solution” that “holds to- 

ether a slightly higher price [than supermarkets and GAS], not too 

uch, with high quality and control over the supply chain”. Yet, 

ustained and significant engagement varies and is not straightfor- 

ard: it requires commitment and the possibility to adapt daily 

ealings with food to novel forms of provisioning. Finally, the ex- 

ent to which online food provisioning might favour significant 

ransitions towards more sustainable food systems requires a fur- 

her level of practice transformation: a questioning of current food 

understandings”, with wider implications in terms of lifestyles, 

veryday politics, systems of value, practical action. This will be 

nvestigated in the last section. 
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Fig. 1. Tangerines from home. 

Fig. 2. Different uses for the same vegetable. 
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.3. Enacting different understandings of food 

As mentioned in the introducing sections, the complexity of 

ood provisioning reaches wider than the mere act of buying or 

ealing with food items. The organisation of food as commodity in 

he context of capitalist economy is inseparable from the organi- 

ation of productive and reproductive labour, value and the eco- 

ogical regimes they institute ( Moore, 2015 ). Although these sys- 

emic considerations seem far apart from everyday life issues, a 

loser analysis of our interviews suggests that political understand- 

ngs of food are deployed and practiced even in apparently banal 

abits. This is true in two senses: people approach certain kinds of 

latforms out of specific commitments and systems of values; but 

lso, and this is what we investigate specifically, the configuration 

f platforms themselves corresponds to specific forms of everyday 

food) politics. It is in interrogating this “political” level that the 

harpest differences emerge between private and grassroots plat- 

orms. 

For interviewees using Cortilia and Alveare, the platform’s role 

s to mediate and optimise access to desired products: a way to 

asily access quality and trustworthy food at sustainable prices. 

ood is an end in itself. The materials and procedures embodied 

n these platforms resonate with this understanding of food. By 

esign, they aim to reduce time and energy commitments in shop- 

ing: pre-ordering and pre-paying on Alveare’s website means sav- 

ng time while at the venue; Cortilia’s ease of order and home 

elivery seeks to minimises any effort, engagement or social re- 

ation that might come in the way of just getting the desired 

ood. This is part of platforms’ “convenience” but, as also seen 

bove, a source of partial dissatisfaction that is also reflected in 

he form of social relations, bonds and attachments that are con- 

tructed. Cortilia is “impersonal” (GA) and quickly forgotten once it 

s dropped, as some of our interviews with former customers tes- 

ify. Alveare is supposed to involve more socialisation and mutual 

nowledge exchange. Yet, interviewees often remark a lack of in- 

eraction with other customers and merely occasional short chats 

ith producers (mainly for recipe suggestions), if and when they 

re present. Node managers are the people with whom most rela- 

ions are built, yet these configure as no more than “commercial 

riendships” ( Perren and Grauerholz, 2015 : 140), where efficiency, 

indness and a certain entrepreneurial spirit are appreciated be- 

ause they make shopping easier (e.g. dealing well with wrong de- 

iveries, being flexible with timings for pick up). 

As seen in the previous section, this complex of material- 

rocedural elements does produce practice transformation, espe- 

ially in waste reduction and re-skilling. Nevertheless, a wider and 

ore general change in understandings is less evident ( Forssell and 

ankoski, 2015 ). From our interviews emerges that minimal in- 

olvement goes hand in hand with a “limited ethical commit- 

ent”, as IP says. Consumers might be critical and aware, yet 

heir commitment to sustainability remains within the confines of 

onvenient purchase. This is in line with observations about the 

haring/collaborative economy in general: as cases like AirBnB or 

ber make patently clear, profit platforms functioning according 

o market logics initially incorporate sustainability and sociality 

alues but tend to leave them in the background with time. In- 

tead, they reproduce logics of commodification as functionality 

nd growth become primary objectives ( Frenken and Schor, 2017 ). 

s Fraanje and Spaargaren (2019) note in their social practice anal- 

sis of collaborative economy, this has repercussions on the quali- 

ies of engagement and habit transformation for users. 

Fig.1 , 2 . 

In our case, two main points are to be underscored. First, com- 

ared to participative and self-organised forms of purchase, inter- 

iewees using private platforms do not report significant change 

n their (practical and symbolic) understanding of “good food”, nor 
7 
 wider appreciation of socio-economic-ecologic food regimes. For 

nstance, for Alveare and Cortilia consumers, going to discount su- 

ermarkets and other large scale distribution venues is not per- 

eived as contradictory with “good food” provisioning. Or, consid- 

ring a very important matter to sustainability, meat consumption 

 Bonnet et al., 2020 ), it emerges from our interviews that people 

sing Alveare or Cortilia do not question their normalised and ha- 

itual consumption of animal products: in the platform, they sim- 

ly find a venue for purchasing better quality meat. While a neb- 

lous idea of animal welfare might be at work, the fact of farm- 

ng and killing animals, or that organic meat might not be more 

ustainable than conventional meat, do not become a matter of in- 

errogation. This suggests that the overall organisation of food (and 

conomy) in and outside of the household is not questioned. Sec- 

nd, as again Fraanje and Spaargaren (2019) notice and our inter- 

iews confirm, the commodified and instrumental nature of the 

rocedures involved in the platforms also determines less deep en- 

agements and thus increased likelihood to drop or substitute a 

iven platform in favour of more efficient channels. 

In this sense, the case of Buonmercato is particularly telling. 

he materials and procedures involved in Buonmercato shopping 

re not, on the surface, very different from Alveare’s. Neverthe- 

ess, its specificities sharply change the forms of engagement, un- 

erstanding and overall practicing of food. First, being an associa- 

ion and not a for-profit business, the platform is structurally more 

articipatory, including specific procedures such as associates be- 

ng asked to attend recurrent meetings and take part to decision- 

aking. Second, the pick-up and dealing with orders relies on vol- 
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ntary work from associates themselves (normally retired or non- 

orking ones are those who more willingly offer their time). Third, 

t collection, some of the products are to be weighted and prices 

ttributed and this takes time. Finally, the platform is also commit- 

ed to make associates participate to convivial moments and trips 

or building direct knowledge of producers. Overall, compared to 

thers, provisioning through Buonmercato demands more time and 

nergy commitment, something that is programmatically avoided 

n “efficient” market provisioning. This, as Fonte (2013) notices for 

AS, is precisely what enables socialisation and knowledge ex- 

hange, with the consequence that taken-for-granted habits, mean- 

ngs and wider understandings are put under critical scrutiny. VS 

female, 30 years old, newcomer to Buonmercato), for instance, 

tates that she is thinking about reducing or eliminating meat from 

er diet after having “chatted with friends” while waiting at the 

ollection point. 

The overall understandings involved in food consumption are 

hereby changed: shopping through the platform has not merely 

he objective to get food, but rather to sustain economies of sol- 

darity and mutual support in the face of generalised precarious- 

ess. As VC quite clearly says: 

[Going to Buonmercato] it’s been a change in the modalities of 

ood purchase as we discovered that 0miles food or anyway that 

ou buy from the producer and put onto your table is different …

ompared to the other platforms we liked Buonmercato since we 

ave come to know it their philosophy of purchasing collectively, 

eeting producers, helping farmers who are struggling by buying 

rom them, the sense of shopping together avoiding waste… Cor- 

ilia is a fantastic network but it does not have this vision it is like

 supermarket. 

In other words, consuming through Buonmercato feels like be- 

ng part of a collective and political process rather than of mar- 

et transactions. This also produces deeper engagements: commit- 

ent to the platform and willingness to take care of it even in 

ifficult moments. Some Buonmercato associates for instance re- 

ort participating since 10 years ago with continuity and despite 

he old website being “terrible”. They thus show that the impor- 

ance of platforms’ smooth functioning (see Fuentes, 2019 ) might 

e balanced out by engagements: affective attachments and ethico- 

olitical commitments. Certainly, a certain ease of use is cherished, 

specially to increase accessibility to the wider public. But the end 

s not “convenience” in itself: it is providing equitable and ecologi- 

ally sound alternatives to mainstream food to as many consumers 

s possible. 

Care for the platform as a collective political project is partic- 

larly evident in the Covid-19 emergency. Whereas Alveare con- 

umers testify to have reduced shopping via the platform due to 

igh delivery costs and running out of food; Buonmercato asso- 

iates continued their shopping as usual: they organised to meet 

n place, planned shared deliveries and readily established a vol- 

nteering network for helping older and other fragile people. For 

hem, solidarity and cooperation favoured resilience but also and 

specially an “understanding” of food not as mere commodity but 

s vehicle for collective care. As DC (female, 55 years old) says, 

Buonmercato is not only a platform”: it is a way for making a 

olitical project more widely available and compatible with peo- 

le’s lives. Hence, there is a key difference between the under- 

tandings of food-as- end of private platforms and that of food-as- 

eans embodied in Buonmercato. Participation is certainly driven 

y the will to access “good food”, but the latter is, in turn, a means

f c ollectively making an-other economy, sociality, ecology. This ex- 

ands, on the one hand, the scope and depth of engagement with 

he platform and, on the other, the wider symbolic-material under- 

tandings that shape everyday (food) practices. 
m

e

8 
. Conclusions 

The current crisis poses multiple challenges to mainstream tra- 

itional food provisioning systems. Industrialised food production 

nd distribution are two sides of the same exploitative and envi- 

onmentally damaging dynamic, which nonetheless seems almost 

navoidable for consumers, especially in urban environments. Over 

he last decades, alternative forms of provisioning have emerged, 

upporting visions of, and access to, “good food”: healthy, local, 

resh and seasonal, tasty, fair and sustainable. Yet, alternative “good 

ood” networks have been criticised for remaining niche experi- 

nces. Their high costs in terms of price, time, spatial arrange- 

ents and planning/organisation seem to make them partially ex- 

lusionary – often in spite of the ideologies that guide them. Digi- 

alisation has been saluted as a potential way to expand the scope 

f their socio-technical innovations, enabling access to sustainable 

good food” for wider publics. Nevertheless, this achievement is 

ot straightforward and requires concrete investigation of how, 

hy and when (not) alternative food platform shopping becomes 

ngrained into everyday habits, meanings and organisation of space 

nd time. 

Using the social practice theory as guiding frame, our article 

et out to understand whether and how platforms make alternative 

good food” provisioning more practicable – i.e. doable in the con- 

ext of contemporary urban lifestyles. In so doing, we found that 

igital systems are not simply means for accessing certain kinds 

f food: they actively shape practices in specific ways, changing 

he overall meanings, material organisation and embodied inter- 

ctions with it. In this, they might also have transformative po- 

entials for improving the sustainability of complex bundles of ev- 

ryday (food) practices. The multimedia, semi-ethnographic inter- 

iews carried out with 23 digital platform consumers in Milan re- 

pond to the layered and complex nature of daily practices, com- 

rising concrete, material, embodied and symbolic-discursive ele- 

ents. 3 platforms were chosen: Alveare che dice sì and Cortilia, 

wo popular for-profit food platforms; Buonmercato, a grassroots 

nitiative emerging from the GAS social movement in Milan. This 

llowed to investigate how diverse platforms, which embody dif- 

erent understandings of food, shape, but also respond to, different 

aily food practices. Our analysis has relied on a tripartite concep- 

ualisation of food practices as derived by a synthesis of existing 

iterature. This taxonomy has the analytical function of distinguish- 

ng the various elements of practice, yet, as our analysis shows, 

hey are to be treated as inseparable aspects of any practice at both 

ndividual and collective level. 

First, we identified in memories of “good food” from outside 

he urban context an element that favours engagement with alter- 

ative food provisioning, leading subjects to approach and persist 

n these forms of consumption. Compared to off-line AFNs, the ma- 

erials and procedures (our second layer of investigation) of online 

hopping seem to make “good food” provisioning more practica- 

le: they make the shopping procedure easier and quicker, sim- 

lify logistics and the organisation of payments, etc. Furthermore, 

t least in principle, they favour “virtual reconnections” and mu- 

ual knowledge exchange between producers and consumers. En- 

aging in platform procurement also changes daily dealings with 

ood beyond purchase towards what are perceived as more sus- 

ainable practices: it aids waste reduction and reflexivity, increases 

he seasonality of diets, know-how and re-skilling with regards to 

iverse foods. Nevertheless, the feasibility of adoption is not always 

nproblematic or exhaustive. Alternative “good food” platforms do 

ot cover all needs and their adoption tends to sit alongside the 

nquestioned perpetuation of mainstream forms of provisioning, 

specially in the case of Alveare and Cortilia consumers. Further- 

ore, spatio-temporal organisation might not be textured in ev- 

ryday routines. 
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The most significant differences between grassroots and private 

latforms emerge on a third level, that of understandings , consid- 

red in the last section of our analysis. Alveare and Cortilia en- 

ct food as end in itself. Both platforms’ scripts and consumers’ use 

lign to market logics: the aim is efficient and optimised provi- 

ion of what consumers identify as “good food”. In Buonmercato, 

nstead, the understanding of food is that of a means : food con- 

umption becomes one of the vehicles for building and sustaining 

lternative forms of sociality that go well beyond purchasing, han- 

ling and sharing food in the household. Engaging with the plat- 

orm is a way to collectively cultivate a political project of care 

nd solidarity, fairer economies, non-commodified forms of social- 

ty and healthier ecosystems. Understandings are made of socio- 

ultural, value and discursive elements. Food-as-end leads to opti- 

ising transactions while shrinking the scope of socialisation and 

nowledge exchange. Here, active participation, energy and time 

xpenditure, commitment, etc. are bracketed out as inefficient and 

asteful. Food-as-means, to the contrary, makes them strengths 

hat foreground socialisation, mutual knowledge and critical reflex- 

vity over food provisioning as a whole, attachment to the project, 

ollective inventiveness, resilience and solidarity. 

Our study locates in the wider landscape of social practice anal- 

ses of sustainable food consumption, providing an in-depth inves- 

igation of a rather unchartered territory: how consumers approach 

nd engage in alternative food provisioning via platforms. As in- 

ividual and household practices are explicitly linked to the pe- 

uliar functioning of different platforms, the specificity of our ap- 

roach lays in bridging daily dealings with food to the wider socio- 

ultural (material and symbolic) realities in which and through 

hich they get shaped. We have pointed out how platforms pol- 

tics actually matter, shaping forms of engagement, understanding 

nd procedures of sustainable food practices. Further research is 

eeded in order to expand knowledge of why and how people 

pproach these platforms, and the conditions for sustained use. 

bove all, we hope that a serious investigation on the transforma- 

ive potential of alternative food platforms for sustainability will 

e carried out in the years to come. It will be important to as- 

ess their relationship to wider debates over the contradictions of 

latform capitalism, sharing and collaborative economy. Our reflec- 

ions have started to highlight promises and open issues in this 

egard. 
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ppendix. Interview guide 

1. Food Shopping / Provisioning 

Can you tell me about the last time you shopped groceries? - 

hen/what/where/who 

- (if captured in photo diary use the material) 

- How did you plan that shopping trip? 

- shopping performance - at the store (online/offline) - varia- 

ions - after shopping – bringing grocery home/receiving grocery. 

- after shopping evaluations of shopping 

Can you give me another example of a recent shopping trip? 

hat would you say is a typical (grocery) shopping week for you? 

How would you say that [x type of shopping] is different from 

y type of shopping]? 

Do you have any other way of acquiring food (or drinks)? Could 

ou tell me? - (give examples, sharing, growing your own etc.) 

2. Cooking 
9 
Can you tell me about the last meal that you cooked/prepared? 

 When/what/where/whom 

- (if captured in photo diary use the material) 

Can you give me another example of a recent meal you 

ooked/prepared? - When/what/where/whom 

- (if captured in photo diary use the material) 

Who does the cooking in the household? Does this change ac- 

ording to schedule? 

Has it changed over time? 

Would you characterize yourself as a skilful cook? 

ow/when/where/from whom did you learn to cook? 

3. Eating 

Can you tell me about the last meal that you had? - 

hen/what/where/who 

- (if captured in photo diary use the material) 

Can you give me another example of a recent meal? - 

hen/what/where/who 

- (if captured in photo diary use the material) 

Can you tell me about breakfast/lunch/dinner/snacks? 

- When/what/where/whom 

- (if the informants do not eat breakfast/lunch/dinner/snacks 

sk why) 

Would you characterize this (breakfast/lunch/dinner/snack) as a 

proper” meal? 

What would a proper meal entail? 

(possible directions: ingredients, drinks, social setting, time 

rame...) 

4. Storing 

Where and how do you store your food (and drinks)? Can you 

how me please? 

- Where is it placed – cupboards, fridge, other? - When is it 

laced there? 

- Principle of organization 

5. Disposing 

What was the last food item that you threw away? 

(Ask to see the garbage bin and talk about why it was wasted, 

y whom, what it was intended for) Photograph garbage bin 

Do you have any leftovers in your fridge now? Can you show 

e, please? (Ask to see the fridge and talk about the leftovers in 

he fridge.) 

What does it consist of? 

Why were there leftovers? 

What is the plan for the leftovers, will they be eaten or wasted? 

hotograph the leftovers 

What happens with leftovers - how preserved or included into 

ew meals? 

6. Platform questions 

[These questions have been formulated specifically for the plat- 

orm/pipeline under study. These questions could be combined 

ith the digital walkthrough. Questions regarding the usage of 

latforms can and should be asked in every section of the inter- 

iew] 

Can you tell me about the last time you used [name of the plat- 

orm]? - When/what/where/whom 

- (if captured in photo diary use the material) 

What did your food provisioning looked like before you were 

sing [name of the platform]? 

Which other channels of food provisioning are you using? Can 

ou tell me about those? 

Why are you using exactly this platform – what is it offering 

ou? 

Further topics to consider: 

- Frequency, connection to other activities 

- Influence of money, time, availability of products 

7. End 
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Do you think the way you acquire and prepare food has an in- 

uence on matters of sustainability? 

If you could change one thing regarding your food purchasing 

nd preparing what would that be? 

Do you have any other issues or thoughts before ending the in- 

erview? 
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